Let 1 and 2 be lattices of subsets of a nonempty set X. suppose 2 coallocates I and is a subset of 2" We show that any ,-regular finitely additive measure on the algebra generated by can be uniquely extended to an -regular measure on the algebra generated by 2" The case when , is not necessary contained in , as well as the measure enlargement problem are considered.
INTRODUCTION
Let X be an arbitrary set and land 2are lattices of subsets of X.
If ,c , and if coallocates ,, then any ,-regular finitely additive measure on the algebra generated by , can be uniquely extended to an -regular measure on the algebra generated by 2. This situation has been investigated by J. Camacho in [2] .
We extend his results in several directions in this paper. We will consider the case where lis not necessary contained in (see Theorem 3.1) and show that under suitable conditions any peMR() (see below for definitions) gives rise to a v6 MR(). We will also 702 J.K. CHAN consider besides measure extension problems, measure enlargement problems (see e.g. Theorem 3.3) and will finally apply these results to the case of a single lattice , thereby extending results of M.
Szeto [8] for measures on normal lattices.
We begin by giving some standard lattice and measure theoretic background in Section 2.
Our notation and terminology is consistent with [1, 4, 6, 7, 9] . In Section 3, we consider the general coallocation theorem and a variety of consequences of it. Section 4 is devoted to a more detailed discussion of normal lattices and to separation of lattices. This work extends to some extent that of G. Eid [3] .
BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY
In this section, we summarize some lattice and measure theoretic notions and notations. This is all fairly standard and as previously mentioned is consistent with standard references. 
The following results are obvious (1) ff is normal , le coallocates itself , ff coseparates itself. (2) 2coallocates "I = I. is finitely additive on ' (3) ff2coallocates ffl . " is a fintely saddtive outer measure (4) . .. (L) by (4) 
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[ii] /(X) /z"(X) /'(X). 
Taking inf, we have
Taking inf, we have Proof:
""
Suppose -%'i is normal. 
